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A STEALTHY STOP?
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Figure 14: Stop NLSP: limits on direct production (excluded cross section divided by the NLO+NLL

stop production cross section from [67]). Along with the best SUSY searches from Table 1, we show

the limits from the pre-tag sample of the ATLAS tt cross section measurement in the dilepton

channel [68] (orange) and the ATLAS search for tt events with large MET [14] (gray). The curves

are dashed in the low mass region where the efficiency of the jet-related and MET-related cuts (but

not the leptonic selection) is below 1%. This is to indicate that our results may not be reliable there,

since the signal efficiencies are extremely low. The black line is the Tevatron limit estimated in [31]

using the CDF search [69].

search for tt events with anomalously large missing energy [14] (1.04/fb). We find, using the
methods of [31], that neither sets the expected limit due to tightened analysis cuts. The cross
section limits are shown in Fig. 14. Since both analyses use lepton triggers, it may still be
possible to repeat them with softer cuts. Overall, Fig. 14 indicates that [14] is a very promising
search up to 300 GeV or more. Its weakness near Mstop ∼ 200 GeV stems from the fact that
for stops that are only slightly heavier than the top, the gravitinos carry very little energy
(unlike in the 3-body decays of the lighter stops or the 2-body decays of the heavier stops)
and therefore the cut on the transverse mass mT eliminates much of the signal.

At the same time, we see in Fig. 14 that some of the SUSY searches have become com-
petitive and may have already surpassed the Tevatron limit by excluding direct production
of stops up to approximately the top mass. However, since all these searches have very low
efficiencies in that low mass region, the systematic uncertainties on our simulation are likely
to be large, so the precise exclusion limits are highly uncertain. The very low efficiencies
indicate that in applying these cuts, we are making use of the far tails of the kinematic distri-
butions in the signal. We expect that these tails depend on radiation in the event, which we
are simulating with Pythia. A more careful approach would use matching of matrix elements
and parton showers to simulate stop pair production plus jets, which would be an interesting
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STOP & TOP CROSS SECTION

Madgraph LO:

σ(gg → tt̄) ≈ 68 pb

σ(qq̄ → tt̄) ≈ 23 pb

σ(gg → t̃1t̃
†
1) ≈ 11 pb

σ(qq̄ → t̃1t̃
†
1) ≈ 1.6 pb

At stop mass = top mass, 
rate is about 1/6 of top rate.

Why so small?  Very naive: 
both color triplets, 1/2 the 
degrees of freedom, why not 
1/2 the rate?
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Figure 1: Fraction of stop decays, t̃ → W+bχ, which are three-body, as a function of the stop
mass. More precisely, we are labeling a decay “three-body” when m(W+b) < mt − 3Γt, and have
taken the top quark mass to be 173 GeV. The neutral fermion χ is either the gravitino G̃ or a
massless bino B̃. In the gravitino case, three-body decays persist for larger stop masses, so the
“maximally stealthy stop” is at masses nearer 200 GeV than 175 GeV.

the three-body regime to extend to somewhat higher masses, as illustrated in Figure 1.

(This plot and others throughout the paper rely on simulations performed with MadGraph

5 [19], as well as goldstino vertices we have implemented [20] using the UFO format [21]).

The estimates in [7] show that current analyses have weakened sensitivity in the range

mt � mt̃ � 250 GeV, which we will take as our characterization of the stealth stop

window. We review the current searches relevant for stops in Section 2, characterizing the

extent to which they are simple top rate measurements in this window. Although more

data will reduce the statistical errors on measurements of the top, both systematic and

theoretical uncertainties will remain. Measurements of the top are notoriously difficult

(see, e.g., Ref. [22]), and so the more handles one has to constrain/discover stops, the

better.
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Figure 2: NLO stop pair production cross section at the 8 TeV LHC, as reported by Prospino [23].
The vertical axis on the right shows the rate as a ratio to the tt̄ rate.
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THRESHOLD DEPENDENCE

Madgraph LO:

σ(gg → tt̄) ≈ 68 pb

σ(qq̄ → tt̄) ≈ 23 pb

σ(gg → t̃1t̃
†
1) ≈ 11 pb

σ(qq̄ → t̃1t̃
†
1) ≈ 1.6 pb

The smallness of stop production from q-qbar is related 
to the threshold behavior. Must produce the stops in a p-
wave, so rate goes ~ β3.

Top production and stops from gluons are ~ β, so need 
a better explanation of the small ratio of stops.



MASSLESS LIMIT

σ(gg → t̃1t̃
†
1) →s�m

5α2
sπ

48s

Production rate of stops from gluons:

Production rate of fermionic quarks from gluons:
dσ

dΩ
(gg → qq̄) =

α2
s

24s

�
t2 + u2

�� 1

tu
− 9

4s2

�
.

Have a forward singularity: cut off by the stop mass, but 
enhances the top rate.

Real kinematic difference we should try to exploit.



AMPLITUDES
Consider the even simpler example of γγ → ẽ+ẽ−

A(1+, 2−, 3φ, 4φ) = ie2
[1 3] �2 3�
�1 3� [2 3]

The amplitude is a pure phase.

The t-channel pole is absent; a photon can’t split into 
collinear scalars while conserving angular momentum.

For fermions, the usual splitting amplitude story 
ameliorates the      pole to a         :1/t 1/

√
t

Atree(1+, 2−, 3+
ψ̄
, 4−ψ ) = ie2

[1 4] �2 3�
�1 3� [2 3]

∼ ie2
�

u

t
× phase



RAPIDITY DIFFERENCES

Result of the t-channel singularity for top production. 
Interesting stop/top difference, coming from 
angular momentum conservation.

the result will be a log s
m2

t
enhancement in the rate for forward top production in the parton

center-of-momentum frame. More details? This is a very real physical difference between

the production of top quarks and scalar top quarks, which we should try to exploit. It is

easy to see by considering the even simpler case of scalar QED versus QED, where the

simplest MHV amplitudes with the right little group properties are easily written down

and give the correct answers:

Atree(1+, 2−, 3φ, 4φ) = ie2
[1 3] �2 3�
�1 3� [2 3]

= e2 × phase (4.3)

Atree(1+, 2−, 3−
ψ̄
, 4+ψ ) = ie2

[1 4] �2 3�
�1 3� [2 3]

= e2
�

u

t
× phase. (4.4)

The latter case corresponds to the familiar splitting function ameliorating the pole in a

t-channel diagram to the square root of a pole in the amplitude. In the scalar case, this pole

is completely absent. The two results are, in fact, related by a SUSY Ward identity. try

to mumble something more intuitive about angular momentum conservation?

be careful to get it right

4.2 Parton-level distributions and systematics
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Figure 5: ∆y distribution between top and antitop for tt̄ production (orange) and for a 180 GeV
scalar top (blue), both normalized to 1. Stops are more likely to be produced at small rapidity
difference because the t- and u-channel poles in fermionic quark production from gg are absent in
scalar quark production. Three curves are shown for tops, corresponding to different choices of
renormalization and factorization scales in MC@NLO.

Our intuition from the limits of massless particles is useless if it doesn’t carry over to

a fact about physical, massive tops and stops, but it does. The distribution of rapidity

gaps between produced tops and stops is shown in Figure 5. The distributions are clearly

different. However, we should keep in mind the fundamental fact about stop rates: in

a sample of candidate top events, we are usually looking for at most 10% of the sample

composed of stops, so even a 50% difference in the shape of pure top and stop distributions

will become a 5% effect in the combined sample. We must investigate the robustness of our

– 9 –



HOWEVER...

Monte Carlo predictions of the shape of the top rapidity gap distribution, to understand

whether such an effect can ever be measured. We will begin by assessing this at parton level,

ignoring subtleties associate with jets and detectors. Making the case that the difference

is observable at this level is a necessary but not sufficient precondition for claiming that it

can be measured at the LHC.

We have generated large samples of tt̄ events using MC@NLO [43, 44] to assess the

systematic uncertainties. words about the size of uncertainties here
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Figure 6: Relative fractional change in the fraction of events in each bin of ∆y. The comparison is
to MC@NLO run with default renormalization and factorization scales. The dotted dark red curve
is the result of halving these scales. The dashed red curve doubles the scales. The blue curve is
the result of adding an admixture of 180 GeV stops (11% of the events, based on the relative NLO
cross sections). The concern is that the effect of stops may be mimicked by a larger renormalization
scale.

So far we have been discussing only inclusive parton-level quantities. Cuts on kinematic

variables can help to draw out the differences between stops and tops. In Figure 5, both

stops and tops peak at ∆y = 0. This is because both are dominantly produced near

threshold, where one has ∆y = 0 by definition. In fact, one can easily see that as a

function of the center-of-mass energy of the parton collision,
√
ŝ, there is a bound on ∆y

in tt̄ events:

∆y ≤ log
ŝ+

�
ŝ− 4m2

t

ŝ−
�
ŝ− 4m2

t

(4.5)

The same consideration applies to the tt̄ subsystem of a stop event. Figure 7 shows where

events lie in the plane of (Mtt̄,∆y); tops are seen to prefer larger ∆y at larger Mtt̄, and it is

apparent that for both samples most events are near-threshold. Thus, a cut on ŝ will allow

us to isolate the regime where there can, in principle, be large differences between top and

stop events (also, this is where our massless-limit intuition applies best). However, there is

a caveat: a hard cut on ŝ will make the difference in distributions clear, but runs the risk of

diluting our samples enough that statistical uncertainties overwhelm the systematics and

prevent us from drawing a clean conclusion.

– 10 –

To some extent, mimicked by a larger RG scale choice 
in the NLO calculation. Need better Standard 
Model theory! Understanding tops is key.

Stop/top rate is small, so it’s a small change in shape.



SPIN CORRELATIONS
Stops have no spin correlation; sensitive observables, like 
azimuthal angle between leptons, look similar for stealthy 
stops and tops with spin correlations “turned off ”:

��yt − yt̄

��, extends to larger values than the one for

��yt̃ − yt̃
∗
��. This observable nicely discriminates

between tops and stops. Unfortunately, however, a closer look at the distributions showed that varying

the renormalization and factorization scales upward in MC@NLO calculations can mimic much of the

effect of adding stops to the top sample. Due to this systematic uncertainty in the theory calculation,

a more refined understanding of SM top production is needed before this observable could be cleanly

used to study stop production.

Luckily, there is another approach that proves to be more robust against variations in scale choices

in MC@NLO. This is to use spin correlations: namely, because the top quark is a fermion, the spins of

a produced top and antitop (and hence, the angular distributions of their decay products) are corre-

lated, while such correlations are necessarily absent for scalar top production. One observable that is

sensitive to this difference, for example, is the azimuthal angle between the charged leptons in t and t̄

decays. The distribution of this azimuthal angle for stop production proves to be essentially the same

as the distribution one would find if one could artificially “turn off” the spin correlation effect in top

production, as shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: ∆φ(�+,�−) for t t̄ production, t̃ t̃
∗

production, and t t̄ production with spin correlation turned off

(Monte Carlo truth).

A likelihood method

One way to try to measure spin correlations is the likelihood approach introduced by Melnikov and

Schulze in Ref. [3]. In this approach, matrix elements for t t̄ production in the dileptonic channel, with

and without spin correlations are used to define the probability distribution of a given event

PH =� −1

H

�

i j

�

a

Ja f
(a)
i

f
(a)
j

���� i j

H

�
pobs, p

(a)
ν , p

(a)
ν̄

����
2

, (1)

where H = {corr,uncorr} denotes the hypothesis of correlated or uncorrelated tops, �H is a normaliza-

tion factor, Ja is the Jacobian which appears when integrating over the neutrino momenta, fi and f j

are the parton distribution functions, and� i j

H
is the leading order matrix element [4]. Then we define

the likelihood for an event to be a correlated top pair as

� = Pcorr

Pcorr+ Puncorr

. (2)

2

Adapt work of Melnikov & Schulze on top spin correlations 
(1103.2122) to this context.



LIKELIHOOD
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Matrix-element based probability for the two hypotheses, 
H = {corr, uncorr}

Likelihood ratio for an event to be a correlated top pair :
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LIKELIHOOD

Since the spin (un)correlation in stealthy stop pairs is the same as uncorrelated top pairs, we may

directly use the likelihood variable R as defined above, without invoking explicitly the stop pair matrix

element. The R distributions for tops and stops are shown in Fig. 2, which tends to be slightly larger for

the tops. To obtain the jet level result in Fig. 2, we have used Pythia to generate the parton shower and

hadronization, and clustered jets with the anti-kt algorithm (R = 0.4); a set of typical kinematic cuts

were used to select the events, see Ref. [2] for details. Given the R distribution, we can follow Ref. [3]
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Figure 2: The likelihood variable � . Left: parton level; right: jet level.

to use the log likelihood ratio to discriminate two hypotheses with a set of N events. In our case, the

two hypotheses are pure top pairs, and a top-stop pair mixture. For a 200 GeV stop, the ratio between

the top pair cross section and the stop pair cross section is 12:1. Using our jet level simulation, we have

shown that the two hypotheses can be distinguished at 2σ level with 20 fb
−1

data at the 8 TeV LHC.

Dileptonic MT2

In top quark pair production events where both W bosons decay leptonically, there is the nice feature

that the variable MT2 computed from the two leptons and the missing pT vector is bounded above by

the W mass. In a stop signal, the same variable is no longer bounded (although, in the stealthy limit, it

will come to resemble the top distribution rather closely). The use of such a “dileptonic MT2” variable

to beat t t̄ and W+W− backgrounds was first suggested in Ref. [5]. Recently its use for distinguishing

stops and tops, including in the stealthy regime, has received attention in Ref. [6]. This paper included

significant systematic uncertainties in the background predictions and showed that the MT2 distribution

still has the power to disentangle stealthy stops from tops. It emphasized that because couplings to

higgsinos flip chirality, while couplings to gauginos do not, the chirality of the stop is important in

determining whether the missing momentum from the neutrino in the W decay tends to reinforce or

subtract from that from the χ . The net result is that some cases, like a right-handed stop decaying to a

singlino (coupling by mixing with higgsinos), are much more challenging to identify using observables

like dileptonic MT2 that are sensitive to the missing momentum in the event.

We expect that the ideal way to probe light stops is through a combination of observables like

dileptonic MT2, sensitive to the kinematics of the event, and observables like spin correlation that

probe the different angular distributions arising in stop and top production and decay. The studies so

far have been concentrated on dileptonic decays of the top pair. It would also be interesting to combine

the semileptonic and/or all-hadronic channels to further boost the dicovery potential. In any case,

3

This has some discriminating power. Monte Carlo pseudo-
experiments: exclude 200 GeV stop at 95% CL with 20/fb 
data.

Seems more robust to NLO scale variation.



LIGHT STOPS
One idea: leptonic MT2.

Edge at the W mass (see: Cohen, Kuflik, Zurek 1003.2204)

An Observation

Missing momentum

Consider the diagrams in Fig. 1. We’ve already observed that the one at left is problematic: it’s a
renormalization of an external line, so we don’t want to include it when we compute a loop amplitude. In
shamplitude calculations, it shows up as unpleasant 1

s12...(n−1)
→ ∞ factors in the amplitudes we’re trying

to build the shamplitude out of, which we are currently removing by hand.
The other kind of bubble diagram with one gluon connected at one end is shown on the right in Fig. 1.

It has a two-particle vertex at the other end. As a result, it has the structure:

�
d4�

(2π)4
�1µ (2�µ + kµ1 ) J(k2, . . . kj) · J(kj+1, . . . kn)

(�2 −m2)((�+ k1)2 −m2)
. (1)

Notice that this always contributes 0 to the loop integral: �1 · k1 = 0, and the bubble integral, linear in �µ,
can only be proportional to kµ1 , because all dependence on the other momenta factors out of the integrand.

So, we can in fact drop every diagram with only one gluon connected on one side of a bubble. It’s tempting
to try to inductively turn this into a procedure for generating shamplitudes only from other shamplitudes,
not from amplitudes, but the argument doesn’t work. It would be nice to do something more systematic
than dropping terms by hand. Is there a nice procedure that makes use of this fact?

At least for the 4-point shamplitude, it means computing it directly from Feynman diagrams only involves
summing up nine diagrams (Fig. 2). We can eliminate four of these with a convenient gauge choice.

Four-point loops from Feynman diagrams

If we want to compute the + + ++ amplitude, we can make �i · �j = 0 simply by taking �i =
µλ̃i

�µ i� for all i.

In the + + +− case, we can make �i · �j = 0 by taking �i =
λ4λ̃i
�4 i� for i = 1, 2, 3 and �4 = λ4λ̃1

[4 1] . Thus, we can

1
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W boson?

W boson?

discard all Feynman diagrams with 4-point (2-scalar 2-gluon) vertices. The remaining diagrams are boxes,
triangles, and the bubble with two particles on each side attached at 3-gluon vertices.

The box diagram is:

16

�
d4�

(2π)4
�1 · � �2 · (�+ k1) �3 · (�− k4) �4 · �

(�2 −m2)((�+ k1)2 −m2)((�+ k1 + k2)2 −m2)((�− k4)2 −m2)
. (2)

Consider the m → ∞ limit, in which we can expand the denominators, e.g.:

1

(�+ k1)2 −m2
=

1

�2 −m2
− 2� · k1

(�2 −m2)2
+ · · · (3)

The leading term by �,m power counting has �µ�ν�ρ�σ in the numerator and (�2 −m2)4 in the denominator,
leading to terms proportional to (�i · �j)(�k · �l) = 0 after integrating. (Here we have 4 �’s and a d4� in the
numerator, and (�2 −m2)4 in the denominator, so the overall dimension is 8-8 = 0. Thus, it’s clear at this
point that the whole integral goes to zero as m → ∞.) At subleading orders, we can use the (�2 · k1)(�3 · k4)
part of the numerator and pull, for example, (�·k1)(�·k4) factors from the denominator, finding nonzero terms
that go schematically like (�i · kj)4/m4 and correspond to generating dimension-8 operators like 1

m4 (F 2)2.
Now let’s look at the triangle diagrams, e.g.: Which is:

8

�
d4�

(2π)4
[�1 · k2 �2 · (2�+ k1)− �2 · k1 �1 · (2�+ k2)] �3 · (�− k4) �4 · �

(�2 −m2)((�+ k1 + k2)2 −m2)((�− k4)2 −m2)
. (4)

Once again, power counting says this → 0 as m → ∞, using �i · �j = 0.
Next we have a bubble: In the numerator, we continue to have the kind of structure we wrote in eqn. 4,

with the factor from the left-hand side contributing:

�1 · k2 �2 · (2�+ k1)− �2 · k1 �1 · (2�+ k2) = 2 (�1 · k2 �2 · �− �2 · k1 �1 · �) . (5)

2
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FIG. 1: The distribution of dileptonic mT2 (left) and semileptonic mT (right) for 220 GeV right-

handed stops decaying into either a massless bino-like neutralino or a massless higgsino-like neu-

tralino. For comparison, the distribution for the SM tt̄ background is also shown. Events have

been processed through the reconstruction described in appendix A. The mT2 distribution was

formed after application of our final analysis cuts described in section IVB. The mT distribution

was formed after application of the “SR A” type cuts described in [15], except for the cut on mT

itself. (Error bars are Monte Carlo statistics.)

difference between the models is due to spin effects, which we will shortly discuss in detail.

III. STOP DECAY

A. Basic kinematics

In a simplified SUSY spectrum containing only the lightest stop eigenstate and an in-

visible LSP, stops decay into the same final states as top quarks, but with the addition of

the LSP. In high-scale mediation models with a neutralino LSP, a semileptonic stop decay

looks like t̃ → bl+νχ̃0
1. In low-scale mediation models with a gravitino LSP, the analog is

t̃ → bl+νG̃. If the stop is heavy enough relative to the LSP, namely mt̃ > mt + mLSP, it

can simply undergo a 2-body decay t̃ → t(χ̃0
1/G̃) followed by the decay of the on-shell top

quark. Indeed, to date, two body decays are always assumed in LHC searches for stop pairs.

However, if the stop is somewhat lighter, but still heavy enough to produce an on-shell W

boson (mW + mb + mLSP < mt̃ < mt + mLSP), it will instead undergo a 3-body decay

t̃ → bW+(χ̃0
1/G̃). Even lighter stops, with mt̃ < mW +mb +mLSP, will naively undergo a

7

Good discriminator, seems robust to systematics. Note 
interesting distinction between bino/higgsino LSP: chirality 
determines neutrino aligned or anti-aligned with neutralino.
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FIG. 6: Estimated exclusion level for t̃R → tG̃ (left) and t̃L → tG̃ (right), assuming a 2012-like

data sample of 25 fb−1 at 8 TeV. The black curve and green band show the median and ±1σ

quantile exclusions, with 15% systematic errors on the background. The dashed horizontal black

line indicates 95% CLS exclusion, and the dashed horizontal orange line indicates the approximate

equivalent of “5σ” discovery level. The light gray shaded region is where our median exclusion

is better than 95%. On the left plot, the dark gray shaded region indicates the complete range

of ATLAS exclusions: dileptonic, l+jets, and all-hadronic. (The left edge is controlled by l+jets,

which we have not re-interpreted for a gravitino LSP. We expect the true exclusion to be stronger.)

On the right plot, the dark gray shaded region indicates the ATLAS all-hadronic exclusion, which

is likely their only search unaffected by the top quark’s spin.

B. Prospects for 2012 data

The larger luminosity and energy of the 2012 LHC run will greatly increase the sensitivity

of the dileptonic mT2 search. For the results presented below, we assume 25 fb−1 of data

collected at 8 TeV.

We begin with the gravitino LSP. In Fig. 6, we show how the coverage will evolve

for t̃R, and now also include results for t̃L. The former search becomes capable of cleanly

excluding stops between 100 GeV and 490 GeV, with no gaps. Indeed, most of the range not

already excluded by ATLAS stop searches would exceed discovery-level significance, though

some of this region might be independently excluded by non-dedicated SUSY searches [24,

25]. In the t̃L → tG̃ search, we clearly see the degrading effects of left-handed top quark

polarization. The coverage is much weaker over the entire range (note the change in vertical
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FIG. 7: Estimated 95% exclusion region and 5σ discovery region for t̃R → tB̃/t̃L → th̃0, assuming

a 2012-like data sample of 25 fb−1 at 8 TeV. Our median exclusion boundary is represented by

the solid black line with hash marks, and the ±1σ quantile boundaries define the green band.

Discoverable regions are shaded orange. We also include various existing experimental constraints.

Low-mass LEP exclusions and the complete set of high-mass ATLAS exclusions are shaded light

gray, with the ATLAS dileptonic mT2 region bordered by the dotted black line. The exclusion

boundary from CMS all-hadronic searches (inclusive razor, b-tagged razor, and αT ) is indicated

by the dashed black line. The dotted black line with hashes shows the exclusion possible from

the ATLAS low-pT dilepton search for t̃ → bχ̃+
1 . Red lines indicate the boundaries between the

different N -body kinematic regions.

scale). We nonetheless predict exclusion-level sensitivity in the ranges mt̃ = [110, 190] GeV

and [235, 380] GeV, and a region with discovery-level sensitivity centered at 160 GeV.

While a gap in coverage remains, we expect this to close off as even more data comes in

at the upgraded LHC.10 We also emphasize that our own analysis has not been separately

10 More generally, mixed stops may or may not exhibit this gap. For the weakest mass point, mt̃ " 200 GeV,

scanning over stop mixing angles, we estimate that the borderline case is a mostly-t̃L with |θt̃| " 40◦.
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FIG. 9: Estimated 95% exclusion region for t̃R → th̃0/t̃L → tB̃, assuming a 2012-like data sample

of 25 fb−1 at 8 TeV. Our median exclusion boundary is represented by the solid black line with

hash marks, and the ±1σ quantile boundaries define the green band. We also include various

existing experimental constraints. Low-mass LEP exclusions are shaded light gray. The ATLAS

all-hadronic search boundary is indicated by the dotted black line. The exclusion boundary from

CMS all-hadronic searches (inclusive razor, b-tagged razor, and αT ) is indicated by the dashed

black line. The dotted black line with hashes shows the exclusion possible from the ATLAS low-

pT dilepton search for t̃ → bχ̃+
1 . Red lines indicate the boundaries between the different N -body

kinematic regions.

we show how the boundaries of the exclusion change if we either optimistically assume

vanishing systematics, or pessimistically assume 40% systematics. In the former case, the

low-mass LSP is much more cleanly closed off, with median exclusion extending up to about

17 GeV for any stop mass in this range. The remaining sensitivity gap is also generally

narrower. In the 40% systematics case, the gap instead becomes much broader, already

15 GeV wide for a massless LSP. Clearly, maintaining good control over the systematic

errors will be crucial to narrowing the gap as much as possible, and having a good un-

derstanding of the size of those errors will be necessary to reliably delineate the exclusion
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FUTURE WORK?
On the experimental end, it’s clear what we need: try to 
exclude this region with spin correlations, dileptonic 
MT2, anything else that seems promising.

But keep in mind large theory systematics: if stops 
look a lot like tops at only 10% of the rate, we’d better 
understand tops well!

More studies of effects of uncertainties at NLO, maybe 
incorporating new progress at NNLO, but also e.g. parton 
distribution uncertainties (which we didn’t examine)...


